Automated verification for
a simpler workflow
Aurical® is the core in streamlining the entire fitting process while ensuring quality and
efficiency at every step. Aurical offers a capability that makes it easy to verify hearing instrument
fittings automatically with hearing instrument software from GN ReSound and Phonak. This
functionality enables a streamlined fitting workflow and automated target-based fitting from
within ReSound Aventa® using AutoRem and Phonak Target™ using TargetMatch.

Aurical®

Easier verification with Aurical®

Aurical makes it easy and fast by automating the verification
process. Tight integration between Aurical and the hearing
instrument fitting software allows you to adjust the hearing
instrument automatically and make an automated fit to a
prescriptive target from inside Phonak or ReSound fitting
software. Aurical and Otosuite® software simplify the entire
verification process for a fast and precise fitting.

Aurical makes verification easier with automated fitting to target from within the
hearing instrument fitting software ReSound Aventa® using AutoRem and Phonak
Target™ using TargetMatch.

What’s more, depending on the fitting software, various
advanced functionalities are available to enhance the fitting
process. For example, guidance to position the probe tube to
the correct depth and binaural fitting deliver more efficiency
gains.
Smoother workflow and easier training
Now you can incorporate verification as a standard element
in your clinic workflow. Aurical makes it easy and fast. Instead
of learning and working in two software programs, you can
now verify your hearing instrument fitting directly from inside
the fitting software, and learn and work in one – streamlining
the fitting and verification process. And, with a much shorter
learning curve, you and your clients benefit from verified fittings
sooner.

Aurical® – your way
to fitting excellence

Learn more about Aurical at
www.otometrics.com/aurical
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A complete, modular fitting solution, Aurical®
encompasses audiometry, PMM, HIT, video otoscopy
and a HI programming interface in one system. Hearing
care professionals can use the modules independently
or combine them as needed. This latest release
demonstrates once again
how Aurical continues to
innovate – enabling hearing
care professionals to realize
greater efficiency gains
while boosting the quality
of counseling and care.
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Faster and more precise fitting
It’s no secret that verifying a hearing instrument can be a timeconsuming process. Some hearing care professionals hesitate
to do verification because of the expected additional time
consumption.

